William Shakespeare Media Guide

Acting:

**Exploring the Character**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** VC PR3091 .E87 2002

**Ian McKellen: Acting Shakespeare**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR3091 .I26 2009

**Playing Shakespeare**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR3091 .P58 2009

**Preparing to Perform Shakespeare**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** VC PR2995 .P74 1982

Documentaries:

**Lear ’87 Archive (Condensed)**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PN2297.M23 L42 2002

**In Search of Shakespeare**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR2894 .I49 2003 DVD

**Shakespeare’s Globe Restored: Much Ado About Something!**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR3095 .S4 1997

**Shakespeare in London**
Plays - Comedies:

**William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream**
**Location**: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number**: DVD PR2918 .S5 2007

**A Midsummer Night's Dream**
**Location**: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number**: DVD PN1997 .M537 1999

**All's Well That Ends Well**
**Location**: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number**: DVD PR3091 .M53 2000

**As You Like It**
**Location**: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number**: DVD PR3093 .A455 1987

**William Shakespeare's As You Like It**
**Location**: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number**: DVD PR3093 .A82 1987

**The Comedy of Errors**
**Location**: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number**: DVD PR3093 .C66 2005

**Cymbeline**
**Location**: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number**: DVD PR3093 .C96 2005

**The Dramatic Works of William Shakespeare – Comedy**
**Location**: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Love Labour's Lost
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PN1997 .L685 2000

Measure for Measure
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PR3093 .M43 2005

Much Ado About Nothing
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PN1997 .M83 2003

The Taming of the Shrew
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PN1997 .T365 1999

The Tempest
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PR3093 .T464 2011

Twelfth Night, or, What You Will
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PR3093 .T844 2005

Plays – Histories

Antony and Cleopatra
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PR3093 .A58 2005
Coriolanus
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PR3093 .C67 2005

Henry IV: Part One
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PR3093 .H4641 2005

Henry V
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PR3093 .H465 2005

Henry V
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PN1997 .H46 1999

Henry V
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PR3093 .H4651 2000

Richard III
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PN1997 .R53 2004

Richard III
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PR3093 .R533 2005

Plays – Tragedies

The Dramatic Works of William Shakespeare – Tragedy I
Location: Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
Call Number: DVD PR2763 .B33 2000
- Disc 1: Hamlet
- Disc 2: Julius Caesar
- Disc 3: Macbeth
- Disc 4: Othello
- Disc 5: Romeo and Juliet

**The Dramatic Works of William Shakespeare – Tragedy II**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR2763 .B332 2005
- Disc 1: Antony and Cleopatra
- Disc 2: Coriolanus
- Disc 3: King Lear
- Disc 4: Timon of Athens
- Disc 5: Titus Andronicus

**Hamlet**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PN1997 .H362 2000

**Hamlet**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PN1997 .H3622 2004

**Hamlet: Prince of Denmark**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR2807 .S784 2007

**Hamlet**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PN1997 .H3623 2001

**Hamlet**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR3093 .H364 1988

**Hamlet**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PN1997 .H366 2007

**King Lear**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Macbeth**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR2823 .S786 1993

**Macbeth**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PN1997 .M33 2002

**Macbeth**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR3093 .M334 2010

**Othello: the Moor of Venice**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR2829 .S786 2007

**Othello**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PN1997 .O84 2000

**Othello**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PN1997 .O8401 2002

**Othello**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PN1997 .O8402 2004

**Othello**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR3093 .O75 2005

**Romeo and Juliet**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR2831 .S787 2007
**Romeo and Juliet**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR3093 .R66 2000

**Romeo + Juliet**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PN1997 .R6646 2002

**Romeo and Juliet**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PR3093 .R66 2005

**Titus**
**Location:** Humanities, Social Science, and Education (HSSE) Library
**Call Number:** DVD PN1997 .T58 2000